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1 Introduction

Manufacturing of geometrically complex structures at the micro- and nano-scale is an important driver for new developments in science. Some examples are the design of functional surfaces [1], high aspect ratio honeycomb structures for use as drug-delivery patches [2], perforation of graphene membranes for ultrafiltration [3] and the design of nanoelectromechanical systems [4]. In comparison to different nanolithography techniques, machining with a focused ion beam (FIB) in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) stands out by the simple procedure, low preparation time and compatibility with a high range of materials [5]. Up to now FIB machining has been conventionally performed via a rastered approximation of primitive 2D projection patterns. Patterning of complex geometries with projections is tedious, difficult to reproduce, limited in spatial resolution and allows little variability of the machining strategy, i.e. the choice in beam path and dwell time. The machining strategy has significant impact on the appearance and dimensional accuracy of the machined structure [6].

Nowadays, most instruments allow patterning of more complex geometries according to patterns that are defined in monochromatic bitmap files. The pixels of such image are scanned horizontally, line by line, where each pixel intensity in the range of 0 to 255 serves as a scaling factor for the beam dwell time. The more refined definition of the geometry and local dwell time of patterning of bitmaps has been shown to produce complex and continuous geometries successfully [7–9]. A major drawback of bitmap-based patterning however is the limitation to a horizontal, line-by-line, scanning strategy, which leads to an excessive amount of beam-blanking operations when machining discontinuous geometries. This causes inaccurate beam placement at start and endpoints for very finely detailed structures. Further drawbacks of the set beam path are no option of tracing contours to avoid re-deposition of material and the limitation to single layer patterns [10].

The latest generation of FIB/SEM instruments allows patterning along arbitrary beam paths, defined by stream files. Stream files are ASCII-type files consisting of a list of beam positions, dwell times and flags for beam blanking. During execution, the coordinates and dwell times in a stream file are sent line-by-line to the Digital-Analog-Converter (DAC), which controls the positioning of the FIB by varying the voltage applied to the scanning optics [10]. Compared to bitmap-based machining, this approach allows full freedom in defining the beam path and dwell times at the cost of a more complicated procedure for pattern generation. Stream file based patterning has been demonstrated for manufacturing of simple cone and hole geometries [8,11] and geometrically more complex 2D patterns [12]. In these cases stream files seem to have been created manually or by mathematical formulae.

An obvious step forward in this respect was the derivation of geometries from CAD models, demonstrated in Refs. [9,10,13,14] to allow easier, more advanced and more reproducible design of micro- and nano-components. Velkova et al. [9] and Lalev et al. [10] created stream files based on coordinates in stereolithography (STL) format files, which can commonly be exported from
components of a CAD model. While this approach constitutes an improvement compared to bitmap-based machining, it is limited to the same horizontal scanning strategy and does thus not employ the potential of stream files of customizing the beam path. This shortcoming was addressed in recent work by De Felicis et al. [13], who imported coordinates from a mesh of a 3D component of a CAD model, calculated dwell-times by a node down-sampling approach and applied a custom scanning strategy aimed at minimizing beam blanking operations and tracing the contours of the final geometry. They demonstrated that the derivation of geometries from CAD and optimization of the FIB machining strategy are a promising path towards machining complex geometries at high spatial resolution. As the beam path was obtained from a custom-built, non-released, algorithm with a fixed scanning strategy, it however lacks applicability and adaptability to a large variety of geometries.

For several decades, computer aided manufacturing (CAM) has been applied to derive information from a CAD model to create instructions, so called G-codes, for the control of the path of an automated cutting tool. G-code is the predominant industry standard for numerical control of several milling, turning and cutting techniques [15]. Recently, G-code extensions to overcome conventional layer-based techniques in additive manufacturing have been developed [16–18]. Currently CAD and CAM are available as integrated software solutions, in which one can directly apply and combine several machining strategies to fabricate a designed component. Strategies vary from simple parallel machining to complex strategies such as pocket or adaptive machining. Since CAD/CAM for CNC machining is a huge market, complex machining strategies have been refined and optimized over decades and new machining strategies are still being developed [19–21].

These clear incentives led us to develop a framework for the application of CAD/CAM-generated machining strategies to the field of FIB machining. We demonstrate a unique workflow consisting of CAD of structures for FIB machining, assignment of machining strategies to regions of the CAD-model, export and interpretation of G-codes as well as coordinate interpolation and scaling for the final export to stream files. The method only depends on a CAD/CAM application and a freely available interpreter program, which was developed in MATLAB [22]. Since the scanning strategy, i.e. the definition of the beam path, is defined in the CAD/CAM software, the workflow benefits from an easy to use graphical user interface and a large degree of versatility. The interpreter program requires the input of a G-code file, which is exported from the CAD/CAM application. Since G-code is standardized [23], the interpreter program can be combined with any kind of CAD/CAM application.

Thus, a well-known syntax in the form of G-code whereby variables such as feed rate/dwell time, tool diameter/beam width and tool up and down/beam blanking is now usable in an innately understandable FIB context. This ties succinctly the generation of complex parts through standard CAD packages as well as the interpretation of these geometries into a viable beam steering program. We also demonstrate the possibility of using these methods in an additive manufacturing context.
2 Method

The developed method is described in a general matter and may be applied in combination with the majority of available CAD/CAM applications. The CAD/CAM part of the overall method has been validated using Autodesk Inventor Professional [24], Autodesk Fusion 360 [25] and FreeCAD [26].

The description of the method is supported by showing the steps that were involved in creating the geometries and machining instructions for the application example in section 3. The application example consists of machining a complex shaped structure of 2.16 x 2.28 µm according to an orthogonally projected geometry. More motivation on the choice of the particular structure geometry is given in section 3.1.

2.1 CAD of structures for FIB machining

2.1.1 Scaling

Considering the conventional length scales at which FIB is applied for machining structures, the dimensioning of geometries in CAD should, in theory, be done in nanometres. In practice, this proves to be inconvenient for the following reasons: (1) The standard length units of most CAD applications are either inch or millimetre. Dimensioning structures in nanometre could thus exceed the resolution limit of the application. (2) The view settings of most CAD applications are optimized towards use of these standard length units, which may render dimensioning in nanometres impractical. (3) As in the current workflow the machining strategies in the CAM module are adapted from CNC milling, the ratio between the dimensions of the designed component and a standard milling tool should resemble the ratio between the dimensions of the final structure and the beam width.

Realising that the nanometre in standard FIB machining operations scales approximately with the millimetre in standard CNC milling operations, all lengths are dimensioned in millimetre. The exported G-codes adapt the millimetre convention and the interpreter program converts all lengths from millimetre to nanometre.

2.1.2 Designing the structure

In CAD, most designs of a solid body start with a 2-dimensional (2D) sketch of its outline (Figure 1a). Here we used a Fibonacci spiral template as a test model, as the gradual reduction in radius is advantageous to test the interpreter’s ability to modulate curves, as well as the gradual, predictable narrowing of the gap between the desired features allows re-deposition of material characteristics and the performance of beam-blanking operations in non-continuous structures to be evaluated. As the present implementation is focused on orthogonally projected geometries, the design of a component simply consists of extruding a thin outline to a defined extrusion length (Figure 1b).
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The value of the extrusion length is not of great importance, but should for convenience be a small value compared to the length and width of the structure. In order to assign operations for machining the designed component in Figure 1b, a machining stock needs to be created. Here, a bottom plate is created by defining a second sketch of a sufficiently large rectangle and extruding the profile away from the main body (green body in Figure 1c). The outer edges of the bottom plate are then defined as the machining stock so that machining operations can be assigned to the green surface area of the plate. This approach can be taken a step further by defining multiple areas for machining with individual machining strategies as shown in Figure 1d. This can be achieved by creating additional 2D sketches on the bottom plate and defining these areas as boundary patches, which renders them selectable as individual areas for machining in the CAM module.

2.1.3 Derivation of CAD geometries from monochromatic bitmap files

Switching from bitmap- to stream file-based FIB machining does generally not require redesign of existing geometries. Most CAD applications support the import of geometries from vector-based image formats such as SVG or DXF into 2D sketches. Transfer of existing geometries from bitmaps into the CAD application therefore only requires the transformation of a bitmap to a vector-based image format. Several applications are available to conduct such transformation. The 2D sketch in Figure 1a was derived from a monochromatic bitmap, which was transformed into a vector graphic object by using the Trace bitmap feature in the open-source vector graphics editor Inkscape [27]. The feature supports bitmap tracing by various criteria such as brightness cut off, edge detection or colour quantization and works especially well with bitmaps that show geometries with distinct contours.
2.2 Definition of the beam path

Once the 3D model of a structure has been designed in CAD, machining strategies can be assigned to individual regions. All here presented machining strategies are originally designed for CNC milling and were adapted to FIB machining. We therefore adapt common terms, such as tool path in CNC machining, to their FIB-equivalent, beam path. Some examples of different machining strategies are introduced in the application example in section 3. The present section gives an overview of some general conventions and parameters that need adjustment for applying CAM to FIB machining.

2.2.1 Assignment of machining strategies

Different CAD/CAM applications have different implemented machining strategies and ways of assigning these. It is commonly required to indicate the stock boundaries and the machining region for each selected machining strategy. Machining strategies typically allow the definition of an offset towards the contour of a structure without explicitly defining dedicated sub-regions. This feature is useful when finishing of a final contour should be carried out by a dedicated contour machining strategy.

Most CAD/CAM applications include a tool for the visual simulation of the final beam path. This is a useful feature to check the correct definition of the beam path as a final step before exporting the G-code.

2.2.2 Accounting for the beam width and specifying scanning pitch

By default, CAM applications compensate for the diameter of the tool when computing a tool path along the contours of a geometry. Similarly, the ion beam has a known width and geometry which must be defined in order to create beam paths for FIB machining. Here the beam geometry is defined by selecting an end mill tool with a diameter in millimetre that corresponds to the beam width in nanometre. The patterning point coordinates are compensated for the beam width during generation of the beam path. During interpretation of G-codes no beam compensation is applied.

In milling, the distance between the centrelines of two adjacent tool paths is known as the stepover distance. Equivalently in scanning microscopy, the distance between the centrelines of two adjacent beam paths is known as beam pitch. The relation between beam width and pitch is

Figure 2. Illustration of the beam width, \( w_B \), and the beam pitch, \( P \). The bell curves depict the beam current distribution of the ion-beam at consecutively scanned points \( Pt_1 \) to \( Pt_4 \). The beam width is here shown as the full width at half the intensity maximum and the beam pitch as the intervals between the scanned points. The relative overlap, \( \delta \), in equation (1) is set by the proportion of these lengths.
illustrated in Figure 2. The respective relations of tool diameter, \( w_T \), to stepover distance, \( d_s \), and beam width, \( w_B \), to beam pitch, \( P \), are equivalent and linked by the relative overlap, \( \delta \):

\[
\delta = 1 - \frac{d_s}{w_T} = 1 - \frac{P}{w_B}
\]  

(1)

Controlling the stepover distance in the CAD/CAM application is therefore equivalent to controlling the beam pitch in FIB machining. In simple machining strategies, such as parallel or contour milling, the stepover distance can be set to a constant value, while more advanced machining strategies, such as pocket or adaptive milling, only allow control over the maximum stepover distance.

### 2.2.3 Adjustment of settings that are specific to milling

A major characteristic of milling, which is fundamentally different to FIB machining, is that the cutting movement is performed by a rotating tool. Since the direction of the cutting motion is different from the feed movement of the tool, their directional relationship finds consideration in the design of tool paths (“climb” vs “conventional” milling strategies) [15]. This relationship is not relevant for FIB machining and needs to be either adjusted or deactivated.

To ensure a gradual engagement of the tool with the sample in milling, additional path sections such as leads, transitions and ramps are implemented into the tool path. These path sections are of no immediate relevance for FIB machining and should thus be deactivated as far as possible.

### 2.3 Assembly of G-codes

#### 2.3.1 Supported G-codes and their interpretation

G-code (also referred to as RS274 language [28]) is a numerical control (NC) programming language and is used to control automated machine tools. While it used to be custom to program G-codes manually in an editor, CAM software nowadays generates G-code automatically via a postprocessor. Various G-code implementations are available, most of which are specific to different machine manufacturers. The command syntax consists of the capital letter ‘G’ followed by a number. The interpreter program, which was created for application of G-codes to FIB machining, was designed to accept the most common G-code implementations. The compatibility of the interpreter was tested with the standardized RS274D [23], WinCNC and the generic FreeCAD implementations.

While a file of G-codes may contain a large number of different commands, the geometry of the tool path is conventionally defined by a combination of only four basic G-codes:
- **G00**: Rapid positioning. This code positions a tool by driving each axis of an NC machine at its maximum speed. The movement is rapid and non-interpolated which requires less computational power, but may not result in movement along a straight line. It is thus by convention only used for non-structure forming movements.
- **G01**: Linear interpolation. This code interpolates a line between two coordinates to enable a linear movement of a tool. In contrast to G00, this command is by convention used for structure forming movements.
- **G02**: Clockwise controlled arc move. This code moves a tool clockwise along an arc, starting at the current position and ending at a given set of coordinates. The centre point of the arc is given by a centre point offset.
- **G03**: Counter-clockwise controlled arc move. This code corresponds to G02 with a counter-clockwise movement of the tool.

In milling, the G00 code is used for rapid movements in which the tool is repositioned without being engaged in the work piece. Equivalently in FIB machining, we interpret G00 as repositioning of the blanked beam. We define G01, analogous to its use in NC machining, as a structure forming movement. Most machining strategies in CAD/CAM applications allow some control over the relative use of G00 over G01. As an example, the parameter *maximum stay-down distance* indicates the maximum distance at which G01 should be chosen over G00 in a non-extrusion movement. In FIB machining, this parameter can be tuned to avoid excessive beam blanking for bridging particularly short distances.

### 2.3.2 Exporting G-codes

Exporting of G-codes requires a choice of G-code implementation and allows parameterization of some export settings. In our experience with exporting G-codes it was important to allow an extremely large maximum circular radius (arbitrarily set to > 10^6 m), as some of the more advanced milling strategies work with extremely slight curvatures. It is possible to enforce exporting of the tool path in mm as a length unit, in case the component was designed in a different unit.

In contrast to exporting a mesh or coordinate list for the creation of stream files, G-code stores spatial information in a vector-based approach and thus results in fast processing and a much smaller file size. Some CAD/CAM applications allow smoothing of the tool paths, which replaces excessive amounts of points by fitted arcs within a given tolerance. Activation of this option is recommended as it may lead to further simplification and shortening of the G-code file.

### 2.4 Interpretation and interpolation of G-code

Interpretation and interpolation of G-codes for the assembly of a stream file is conducted by a custom-built and freely available interpreter program in MATLAB. The program, CAM2FIB [29], adapted basic features of G-code interpretation and interpolation from the function *G-Code Reader* by Williamson [30].
2.4.1 Structure of the interpreter program

The basic purpose of the interpreter program is to interpolate vector-based G-code files to coordinate-based stream files. More specifically, the G-code file is read in, G-codes are interpreted line-by-line, the related line or arc segments are interpolated and are appended to the coordinate list which makes up the beam path. The entire beam path may be interpolated a second time before optional transformations are applied. Finally, the beam path is scaled to the resolution of the DAC and exported to a stream file. The basic structure of the interpreter program is depicted in the flowchart in Figure 3 and further details on the major processing steps are given in the following subsections.

2.4.2 Interpretation and Interpolation of G-codes

After reading in the G-code file, it is interpreted line by line. Potential line numbers (N following by the line number) in the G-code file are ignored by the interpreter. If a tool-diameter is written into the header of the G-code file, which is common in CNC milling, it is automatically identified by the interpreter program. This value in millimetre is interpreted as the beam width in nanometre and serves, together with the relative overlap, to determine the beam pitch. The beam pitch is equal to the interpolated point spacing. All G-codes other than G00 – G03 (see section 2.3.1) are ignored by the interpreter. Such other G-codes may indicate tool properties, coolant choices or coordinate conventions, which are not immediately relevant to the present application.

During line-by-line processing of the G-code file a valid G-code type is assigned to a variable which tracks the current interpolation mode. All following coordinates are interpolated according to this particular mode until a new G-code is recognized. Commands G01 – G03 are interpolated to beam path segments according to standard linear and arc-interpolation algorithms with the initially determined interpolated point spacing. If the interpolated length of a segment is shorter than the interpolated point spacing, only the start and end point of that segment are added to the beam path. Each interpolated segment is appended to an initially empty list of x and y coordinates that makes up the beam path. Coordinates of mode G00, i.e. repositioning of the blanked beam, do not require interpolation of intermediate points. In this case only the final position is appended to the beam path list. Beam blanking is controlled by an initially all-ones Boolean vector with the same length as the beam path list. When a G00 coordinate is interpolated the value at this point is changed from one to zero. The interpretation of G-codes according to this procedure is repeated line by line until the end of the G-code file is reached.

Figure 3. Flow chart describing the structure of the interpreter program to convert G-code files to stream files.
After all G-code segments have been interpolated and assembled to a beam path, it is not mandatory, but recommended, to carry out an interpolation of the entire beam path. When interpolating the individual segments during interpretation of G-codes, small remainders of interpolations lead to local increases in the number of patterning points at the end of segments. This is most significant when changing feed direction at the contour of a structure. In these regions the postprocessor of the CAM module commonly computes a combination of short line and arc segments to ensure a smooth change in feed direction of the cutting tool. Saving start and end points of segments that are shorter than the interpolated point spacing leads to an overly fine discretization in these regions. During FIB machining this would lead to the unwanted effect of a locally increased beam dose and sputtering yield, when considering constant dwell times.

To resolve this issue, the entire beam path is interpolated with a linear interpolation algorithm according to the prescribed interpolated point spacing. If required, the point spacing can at this stage be further decreased by a binning factor. The interpreter program plots 3D contour histograms of the point density within discretized 2D bins. Comparison of this plot before and after interpolation of the beam path is useful to check the effect of this interpolation on the homogeneity of the patterning point distribution. An example of such plots to visualize the effect of interpolating the beam path is given in Figure 4.

### 2.4.3 Interpolation of the assembled beam path

After creating a beam path defined by x- and y-coordinates of the final geometry and a Boolean vector for control of beam blanking operations, the path is scaled to the scanning...
resolution of the DAC for a given magnification and horizontal field of view. Subsequently, the transformations linear scaling, rotation and mirroring may be applied.

The spatial calibration of the DAC is carried out by measuring the horizontal field width, $d_{HFW}$, for a series of magnifications, $x_M$. The calibration factor $a$ is defined as:

$$a = \frac{n_x}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( d_{HFW,i} \times x_{M,i} \right)^{-1}$$

where $n_x$ is the number of addressable points of the DAC in the x-direction and $m$ the number of measurements of horizontal field widths and respective magnifications. The conversion from spatial coordinates $(x, y)$ to DAC coordinates $(i, j)$ at a given magnification is then achieved by:

$$(i, j) = a \times x_M \times (x, y)$$

In the case of the here used 16 bit DAC, $n_x$ was $2^{16} = 65,536$ points. Calibration on the horizontal field width at several magnifications in the range of 500 to 150,000 led to a calibration factor $a$ of $316,181 \pm 524 \frac{1}{m}$.

Optionally, transformations can be applied to the beam path. Rotation and mirroring allow for correction of the pattern in cases were the G-code file was created with respect to a different coordinate system in the CAD application. Linear scaling may be used to increase the pattern size and interpolation resolution by a common scaling factor.

The dwell time for all patterning points is determined by the ratio of overall patterning time and number of patterning points in the interpreter program.

3 Application example

The application example emphasizes the feasibility of the CAM/FIB approach and the effect of applying different machining strategies, i.e. beam paths, to a geometrically complex structure.

3.1 Structure geometry and material

CAD/CAM was applied in conjunction with the CAM2FIB [29] interpreter program to create four different beam paths, following distinct machining strategies, to machine the structure designed in Figure 1. The structure follows the outline of a Fibonacci spiral and was machined as an orthogonal projection on a silicon wafer with the crystallographic direction $[110]$ in parallel alignment with the surface normal. Silicon is a popular material for nano-structuring [11] and commonly used as a reference material [13].
3.2 Experimental setup

The work was carried out on an FEI Helios NanoLab G3 CX. The FIB/SEM instrument has a patterning-imaging-acquisition system with a DAC resolution of 16 bit. The addressable range is 65,536 points in x-direction and 56,576 points in y-direction. The acceleration voltage and current of the ion-beam during patterning were 30 kV and 28 pA, respectively. The width of the ion beam during patterning was derived from the microscope calibration for silicon and was 13 nm. Patterning was carried out at a horizontal field width of 21 µm.

3.3 Pattern generation

Four machining strategies were applied to the entire machining stock (green area in Figure 1c). In the CAM module, the tool diameter was set to 13 mm, corresponding to a beam width of 13 nm. Likewise, the stepover distance was set to 4 mm to correspond to a beam pitch of 4 nm. This resulted in a relative beam overlap of 69 % (c.f. equation (1) and Figure 2). G-code was exported as RS-274D format to four different G-code files. The linear interpolation distance in the interpreter program was set identical to the stepover distance of 4 nm. The pattern area of 2.16 x 2.28 µm was resolved to 7148 x 6753 patterning points. All patterns were given an overall machining time of 100 s which was chosen over using fixed dwell times in order to prevent issues with drift for more complex (i.e. more points) paths. With, on average, 35,000 points per pattern the dwell time per point amounted to an average of 3 ms.

3.4 Application of different machining strategies

With 2.16 x 2.28 µm in total area and down to 90 nm thin channels, machining of the Fibonacci spiral structure poses a challenging application example. The main two challenges in machining the structure are:

1. The structure is discontinuous and complex in geometry.
2. The structure contains wide sections as well as narrow channels.

The associated requirements for a suitable machining strategy to address these challenges are:

1. Tracing of the complex contour of the structure, leading to a significant reduction in beam blanking operations.
2. Finishing of narrow sections after clearing of larger sections to improve the sputtering yield and reduce re-deposition of material in these areas.

We chose four machining strategies based on their different ability to fulfil these requirements. The machining strategies are visualized in contour plots in Figure 5. The horizontal and vertical

† All applied G-code files and generated stream files are provided in the supplementary material.
axes indicate the spatial coordinates of patterns and the colour scale depicts the patterning order of points. The white dashed lines indicate movement of the blanked beam to a different region for machining.

In the following, the applied machining strategies are introduced and discussed based on their ability to successfully machine the Fibonacci structures. The machined structures are presented in Figure 6 and are overlayed with the outline of half of the pattern for visual inspection of dimensional accuracy.

Figure 5. Visual representation of different machining strategies. The horizontal and vertical axes indicate the spatial coordinates of patterns and the colour scale shows the order of scanned points. The white broken lines indicate repositioning of the blanked beam. The machining strategies are: a) Parallel machining with simple ordering (similar to bitmap-based patterning), b) Parallel machining with optimized ordering, c) Adaptive machining and d) Pocket machining
3.4.1 Parallel machining with simple ordering
The most basic machining strategy is parallel machining. With the option simple ordering activated, the beam path consists of an array of consecutively scanned horizontal lines. This machining strategy is most similar to horizontal scanning in bitmap-based FIB machining. The beam path is shown in Figure 5a. The prescribed horizontal patterning direction and line order implies an excessive amount of beam blanking operations and no tracing of contours. Further, no distinction in the machining order of large and thin sections is made.

Figure 6. Structures created from patterning according to the machining strategies in Figure 5 on a silicon wafer. The blue lines show the outlines of half of the pattern for visual inspection of dimensional accuracy. a) Parallel machining strategy with simple ordering (similar to bitmap-based patterning), b) Parallel machining strategy with advanced ordering, c) Adaptive machining strategy and d) Pocket machining strategy
**Figure 6a** shows that the top down feed direction led to significant re-deposition of material on the machined structure in the opposite direction. The narrowest channels in the centre of the spiral were poorly resolved.

### 3.4.2 Parallel machining with optimized ordering

With the option *simple ordering* deactivated, the beam path is computed with the objective of minimizing the overall length of the beam path. In contrast to **Figure 5a**, the advanced line ordering leads to a separation of the beam path into subregions (**Figure 5b**). Compared to the simply ordered beam path in **Figure 5a**, the advanced ordering achieves a drastic reduction in beam blanking operations from 376 to 14.

Compared to the structure which was machined with the option *simple ordering* activated (**Figure 6a**), the parallel machining strategy with advanced ordering led to somewhat less re-deposition of material on the structure (**Figure 6b**). Clearing of the large section in the upper-right corner of the pattern as a last step led to significant re-deposition of material in this area. Since the centre of the spiral is machined as the last section in its immediate surrounding, the fine channels of the spiral were resolved more accurately compared to the parallel machining strategy with simple ordering.

### 3.4.3 Adaptive machining strategy

The adaptive machining strategy was developed to compute a tool path with continuous changes in feed direction to decrease wear of milling tools. While this objective is irrelevant for machining with FIB, the adaptive machining strategy creates a smooth beam path that is adapted to the complex geometry of the Fibonacci spiral (**Figure 5c**). The strategy only applies 4 beam blanking operations and, for the present geometry, clears larger areas before machining narrow sections.

**Figure 6c** shows the machined structure. Compared to the structures that were machined by parallel machining strategies (**Figure 6 a and b**), it is evident that clearing large sections before machining of smaller sections led to a better resolution of the outer part of the Fibonacci spiral. After about the first revolution of the spiral, the feed direction of machining led to re-deposition of material on already finished sections.

### 3.4.4 Pocket machining strategy

The pocket machining strategy creates beam paths that approach the contours of a structure with a parallel feed direction. The strategy starts by removing the bulk of the material and finishes the structure by tracing the contours (**Figure 5d**). It uses only 5 beam blanking operations to remove the bulk of material in different regions and then machines the narrower sections with the final tracing of contours. This last step ensures that re-deposition of material on the structure is minimal.

The machined structure is shown in **Figure 6d**. Compared to the previous machining strategies, the pocket machining strategy led to a remarkably accurate machining of the Fibonacci spiral. While
the unavoidable re-deposition of the material certainly occurred, the pocket machining strategy controlled the re-deposition to ensure that the contour of the structure remained intact. Further, the reduction in beam blanking and rapid changes of direction led to much more precise beam placement during machining operations. The final structure therefore has well-defined edges and good dimensional accuracy.

4 Discussion

4.1 Qualification of CAM and G-code for FIB machining

CAM in combination with G-code as a numerical control language has successfully made its way to an industry standard for numerous milling, turning, cutting and additive manufacturing techniques [15–18,31]. The success of this method is owed to the automated code generation by a postprocessor in CAM and the simplicity and versatility of the G-code command structure, allowing full and precise control of arbitrary processing parameters and multiple axes.

Conventional geometrical patterns, bitmap-based patterns and the CAD-based approach in Refs. [9,10] represent patterning techniques that operate with a fixed parallel machining strategy, similar to the one in Figure 5a. Work by De Felicis et al. [13] and the present work (see Figure 6) demonstrate that control over material re-deposition is crucial for obtaining dimensional accuracy and that this control is obtainable by employing optimized machining strategies. The G-code command structure constitutes the ideal platform for the further development of FIB machining at complex geometries and advanced machining strategies. While offering customizability and control over the beam path, it is fully downward compatible – all lower level machining strategies and input formats, such as bitmaps and STL files, are easily convertible to G-code.

4.2 Future perspective of CAM/FIB with a G-code framework

While the present work is a proof of concept, the combination of CAM and FIB with a G-code framework bears great potential to significantly extend the functionalities of existing FIB/SEM systems. In the following, we outline some possible developments and potentials.

![Figure 7. Proof of concept for applying the CAM/FIB workflow to additive manufacturing of 3D-structures with electron beam Pt-deposition. The structures, shown at 45° stage tilt, were manufactured by patterning with an electron beam at 0.5 kV acceleration voltage and 0.69 nA beam current.](image)
4.2.1 FIB/SEM as a hybrid system

Figure 7 shows three 3D-structures which were additively manufactured by electron beam Pt-deposition. A 3D-model of the structure was designed in a CAD application (see inset with isometric projection in Figure 7) and exported as an STL file. The geometry was then translated to G-code in the 3D-print software Ultimaker Cura [32] and converted to a stream file with the CAM2FIB [29] interpreter program. While no substantial effort was made to optimize the deposition process towards better dimensional accuracy, we consider the reproducibility and detail of the deposited 3D-structures as encouraging for future applications.

On a macroscopic manufacturing level, G-code is the standard numerical control language for both additive and subtractive manufacturing techniques. Combining both additive and subtractive processing methods in one instrument and being able to integrate sub-components by insertion with a micro-manipulator, FIB/SEM instruments are by definition hybrid systems. While advanced access to such hybrid capabilities can be obtained via manufacturer extensions [33,34], a G-code based framework would grant full control over these individual capabilities and unleash the full potential of their coordinated interaction.

4.2.2 Online interpretation of FIB/SEM-fitted G-code

In this work, G-code intended for online interpretation on CNC milling machines was interpreted offline in the CAM2FIB program and converted to stream files as an input to the FIB/SEM instrument. Currently there is no G-code implementation that is fitted towards FIB/SEM instruments and no option of interpreting G-code online. Implementation of an online G-code framework installed on the FIB/SEM instrument would bear great potential.

A G-code dialect tailored towards application on FIB/SEM instruments would contain the basic commands G00 to G03 for describing beam path geometries. Similar to the specification of an extrusion length per interpolated length segment in 3D-printing, commands for specifying the dwell time per interpolated length segment would ensure optimal beam control in FIB/SEM patterning. Advanced commands could enable switching between milling and deposition modes and specifying beam parameters. As an advantage over offline interpretation, online interpretation of G-code could be instrument-specific. In this way G-code files could be shared and used between different instruments and research groups without a need for instrument-dependent adaptation.

4.2.3 5-axis FIB machining

Similar to 5-axis CNC milling [35], laser milling [36] and additive manufacturing [16,18], control over the rotational axes of an SEM-stage would enable 5-axis FIB machining to create freeform surfaces and undercuts. While the positioning accuracy and stability of conventional SEM-stages may not be optimal, control over a high-precision substage would render 5-axis FIB machining feasible. The introduction of such machining technique would require seamless interplay between
the beam and stage control. A G-code based framework would constitute the ideal prerequisite for any development towards such technique.

4.2.4 Customized machining strategies for FIB

The here applied machining strategies were all derived from CNC milling strategies. CAM modules generally support manufacturing processes such as multi-axis milling, turning, drilling and cutting. With a rising market for machining of micro- and nano-structures, support for FIB/SEM instruments in CAM applications could become an attractive area of development. As demonstrated by De Felicis et al. [13], machining strategies optimized towards FIB machining would respect material re-deposition behaviour and access material databases to determine material dependent parameters like the sputter yield. Based on the dimensions of a structure, the CAM module would determine optimal beam parameters and dwell times for machining. Similar to the tool-selection in CNC milling, different beam currents could be applied for clearing and finishing operations.

Support of FIB machining in CAD/CAM software would provide a seamless solution to online interpretation of specialised G-code on FIB/SEM instruments. As discussed on section 4.2.1, an ideal support of FIB/SEM in a CAM module would make use of the hybrid capabilities of a FIB/SEM instrument.

5 Conclusion

We presented a novel framework for manufacturing of micro- and nano-structures with FIB machining by using modern CAD/CAM technology for the generation of intelligent beam paths. In this proof of concept, beam paths were exported from the CAD/CAM application in the vector-based G-code format and converted to a coordinate-based beam path with the custom-built and freely available interpreter program CAM2FIB. We disclosed the framework in detail and presented the workflow from design to manufacturing of a complex structure with help of an application example. It was found that the machining strategy had a great effect on the appearance and dimensional accuracy of the machined structure and that purpose-fit machining strategies clearly outperformed conventional parallel machining strategies. Finally, the future perspective of CAM/FIB with a G-code framework was discussed. Judging from this proof of concept work, we predict that the implementation of an online G-code based framework on FIB/SEM instruments will be essential for the development of hybrid, i.e. additive and subtractive, machining as well as 5-axis FIB-machining.
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